
The A-26 Invaderwas designed in containing eight .50 caliber machine outstanding combat aircraft. After the

theearly1940'sasareplacementforthe guns in addition to its bomb load. Second World War with the obso-
A-20, B-26 and B-25 Martin. It was an During service trials in Europe it was lescense of the Martin B-26 Marauder,
advanced aircraft for its day and it not found that a pathfinder version was the Invader was redesignated the B-26.
only served in the Second World War needed with a clear nose and a It was called to combat during the

but it also served in the Korean and bombardier position in place of the Korean conflict where it was used as a

Vietnam conflicts. With the success of solid nose because the low-level attacks night intruder attacking the North
the "strafer" nose used on the B-25 and were too hazardous to perform in Korean transportation systemand other

A-20 in the Pacific theater, the invader Europe. The Invader entered combat in targets. During the Vietnam conflict it
was initially designed with a solid nose Europe in late 1944 and proved to be an was extensively modified and used in
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night attack operations on the Ho Chi models have been known to be good e- ,
- , ,Minh trail. The U.S. Navy also used a fliers, so I chose it as the basis for this .. · ·

version of the A-26, designated the JDI design. I also tried to keep the cost
for target towing and drone launching. down by designing it to use a pair of.40 : = = • a e e

-
e

I wanted to build a fairly large and sized engines. The fuselage is built like -
..- :. . ; , . ...

simple twin engine scale plane for most trainer and sport models utilizing . :. .
• ; . . ...

general weekend flying. It did not need sheet balsa for the top, bottom and e
-

.•- . . .
•

to be exact scale, I just wanted it to be sides. The tail surfaces are built up ·
-.• ·

· • •

recognizable as a scale model and easy using 1/4" balsa framework sheeted • · • • • •

to.build and maintain. Other A-26 with 1/16" balsa. The wing is a fairly
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straightforward D-tube design with engine model before, don't let that scare flat on the table. Make sure they are all
building tabs drawn on the ribs so it can you away frombuildingyour own A-26. perpendicular to the fuselage side. Glue
be built flat on a building board. The This simple one may be just what you the 1/2" square hardwood nose landing
engine nacelles are built like the are looking for. gear mount to bulkheads 2 and 3. Glue
fuselage and are open at the bottom for the left fuselage side to the bulkheads, I

the landing gear to retract into. The Building the Fuselage: did this starting with bulkhead 2, then 1

nacelles are simply glued to the wing The sides are fairly long and you made sure the sides were aligned to

with epoxy using glass cloth for will need to splice on some additional each other using a carpenter square. I

reinforcement. I did not go to any great wood to get the wood to the correct then glued the side to bulkhead 12. I

1ength to keep the weight down as I length and width. I recommend you alternated gluing a front bulkhead to

built my A-26 and it came out at around make the splice in the wing saddle area the side, then a rear bulkhead, until they

12 lbs. I feel I could have saved some that will be reinforced by the 1/8" balsa were all glued to the left side. Turn the

weight by using contest grade balsa and doubler. I also suggest you have the fuselage up so it rests on its bottom and

lighter retract units but I decided to use saddle doubler cut before you cut the weight it down or pin it so it won't
some retracts that I had on hand and I fuselage sides so you can glue the move. Carefully bring the tail end of the

wanted to keep the cost of the wood doubleronto reinforce the splice joint fuselage together, making sure it's
down. While this model of the A-26 is as soon as the sides are cut. Don't forget straight by sighting down the centerline
not geared toward the beginner, it is to make a left side and a right side. of the fuselage, then glue bulkhead 17

fairly simple to build. The flight Once the doubler's glue is dry, mark the in place at the tail. Install bulkheads 13

characteristics are very good and show fuselage sides for all the bulkheads. through 16 and glue in place, making
no bad habits provided both engines are Glue the 1/2" balsa triangle stock to the sure the fuselage is still straight. Glue
running. Even if you do lose an engine, fuselage sides as indicated on the plans. bulkhead 1 in place at the nose, making
the plane is very controllable. The Next glue bulkheads2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7B, sure the fuselage is still straight. Glue
tricycle landing gear makes take-offs a 8B, 9B, 10B, 11 and 12 to the inside of in the 1/4" plywood wing hold-down
breeze. If you have never built a twin the right fuselage side while it is lying mounts and reinforce with some 1/4"
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LEFT: This is the right fuselage side with the 3/8" balsa triangle stock and the 1/8" balsa doubler installed and ready for the bulkheads.
RIGHT: InstaH the bulkheads with a square to ensure they are 90 to the sides.

balsa triangle stock. Temporarily install
the retractable nose gear unit and the nose
wheel steering cable tubes as necessary. . .
Remove the nose wheel assembly, then
sheet the bottom of the fuselage with /'
3/16" balsa with the wood grain running
crosswise to the fuselage. Mark the
opening forthe nose wheel well and cut it

openatthistime.Gluethetop3/l6"balsa
sheeting in place. Install the nose block,
tail block and canopy, then carve and sand
these to shape. Rough-sand the fuselage
to round off the top and bottom as shown
on the plans but don't final-sand the
fuselage until it is more complete. Set the
fuselage aside now and build the wing
and tail surfaces.

Tail Surfaces:
The dihedraled horizontal stabilizer reinforcement. Sheet the bottorn ofthe

is fairly easy to build. Use stiff hard stabilizer one side at a time by allowmg
balsa for the tail surface framing. Build the side that is not being sheeted to hang
one of the stab panels over the plans and over the side of the table while the other
sheet the top surface only. After the glue side is being sheeted. Note that the 3/8"
has dried, remove it from the plans and balsa fillers between the elevators are
prop it up so that the plywood stab joiner part of the stab. The fillers are glued to

lies flat on the table for the other side. the back of the stabilizer after the
Build the other side the same way you sheeting is complete. The elevators are
built the first side and sheet the top framed up over the plans and sheeted on

surface only. When the glue has dried, both sides with 1/16" balsa. Temporarily
remove the horizontal stabilizer from the hinge the elevators to the stabilizer,
table. Turn it over and install some 1/4" The vertical fin and rudder are built

The bulkheads in place and the sides
balsa scraps at the h nge locations for the same way as the horizontal stabilizer glued together, nose to tail.

and elevators. Don't forget
to add some scrap 1/4"
balsa for the hinge rein- work surface. Place the upper wing spar
forcement. The rudder in the slots on the ribs and glue the ribs
control horn is made of to it, keeping the ribs perpendicular to
1/16" brasssheetsoldered the work surface. Using the rib #1
to 1/4" rnusic wire (see dihedral template as a guide, glue rib #1

plans for detail). Drill and to the upper and lower spars. Glue on

e e slot the rudder to mount the 3/8" leading edge next. Glue the
the control horn now but hardwood blocks for the hold-down
do not glue it in place yet. bolts to the leading edge and ribs #1

and #2 and sand to match the contour of
Wing: the ribs. The 1/4" balsa aileron spar is

Pin the lower wing spar glued to the back of ribs #1lB through
on the plans in the location #16 and the top of the aileron spar is

This is the Century Jets retractable nose shown. Then lue all the ribs to the sanded flush with the top of the ribs.gear rnounted ¡n the forward fuselage. Z . .

The nose wheel steering cables run in lower spar except for rib #1, making Glue the 3/8" x 3/32" balsa aileron spar

yellowinnerNyRod. sure the ribs are perpendicular to the top sheeting to the aileron spar and ribs.
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LEFT: Windex is sprayed on the fuselage top sheeting to make the wood more flexible so that it may be glued in place. RIGHT: This is
the vertical stabilizer core before sheeting. The horizontal stabilizeris built in the same way.

- i

LEFT: Both sides of the horizontal stabilizer and elevators are built flat on the work table. RIGHT: When joining the stabilizer halves,
the side of the stabilizer that the plywood joineris on has the top surface sheeted, it ¡s then propped up so the joiner can be glued to
the other side.

ABOVE LEFT: This is rib #1 being glued to the leading edge and the spars using the rib jig to
set the proper angle. ABOVE RIGHT: After the top of the w¡ng has been sheeted, use a

square to guide a 1/4" sharpened brass tube to make the slot for the 1/4" plywood wing
joiner. A file is used to clean up the slot. Se careful not to damage the spars.

The 1" x 3/32" balsa trailing edge top fit of the wing joiner. Remove the wing
sheeting is glued to the top of ribs #7 frorn the building board so you can flip
through #11. The rest of the 3/32" balsa it over as you fit the joiner. Take your
top sheeting can then be glued to the time here and ensure that the joiner has
ribs starting at the leading edge and a nice tight fit.You may want to cut the
working toward the trailing edge. Glue joiner slightly oversize so you can trim
on the top 1/4" x 3/32" balsa rib caps. it for a good fit. I used epoxy to glue in

The 1/4" plywood win g joiner is the wing joiner while keeping it at a
90°

installed next. I did this by placing a angle to rib #1. Take some 3/8" x 1/2"
carpenter square up against rib #1 at the scrap and glue to the top and bottom

. location for the wing joiner. Then I used spars where the outer end of the the
After thehorizontalstabilizer cores have it to guide a sharpened 1/4" outside joiner is not covered by the spars. Take
beenjoinedandthetopsheeted,flipthe diameter brass tube that I used to some 3/8" balsa scrap and fill in-
core over and let the side not being -
sheeted overhang the edge of your work remove most of the balsa for the slot m between the spars near the root rib to

table. In the background the elevators are the three inboard ribs. A file was then increase the joiner's thickness to match
beingsheeted. used to clean up the slots for the final the spars'
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LEFT: The plywood wing joiner is being installed here. Scrap balsa is used to reinforce the joiner toward the outboard end, due to the
angle of the spars. Note the hardwood block at the leading edge for the wing mounting screws. RIGHT: The center trailing edge of the
wing mounted to the fuselage Note that the wing is bolted on from the bottom.

LEFT: These are the nacelle sides after the 1Í8" plywood doubiers are installed. The 1/4" balsa triangle stock is being glued on. RIGHT:
This is the left inboard nacelle side showing the firewall with the engine mount and bulkheads 2 and 3 along with the landing gear
plate and Century Jets main gear retract unit installed.

LEFT: The alleron servo is mounted using hardwood blocks. The servo horn exits the bottom of the wing. Note the hinge points and
"Horny Hinge" installed in the alleron, RIGHT: The engines are installed on their mounts, then the engines are bolted to an aluminum
angle using their propeller shafts. This will keep the engines aligned to each other as the nacelles are glued to the wing. Washers can
be used later to add out-thrust if needed.

LEFT: The nacelle to wing glue joints are reinforced with fiberglass cloth inside the nacelles. RIGHT: The fuselage center section over
the wing is being installed here. The top has not yet been sheeted. This part of the fuselage ¡s removable with the wing.
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LEFT: A small hole is cut in the side of the fuselage for access to the rudder control horn. This hole is covered over when the fuselage
is MonoKoted. RIGHT: The forward part of the fuselage before covering. Note nose and canopy blocks carved and sanded to shape.

Install the l/l6" balsa shear webs to mount blocks in the fuselage were
the front of the spars in-between the then enlarged with a \/4" drill bit. (The
ribs as shown on the plans; make sure wing is bolted to the fuselage from
the wood grain is running vertical the bottom.) INVADERBefore sheeting the bottom of the Once the wing has been fitted to the
wing you may want to run some string fuselage, mount the horizontal sta- BILL OF MATERIALSto pull the aderon servo lead and retract bihzer. The horizontal stabilizer is
air lines through the wing. Then sheet mounted at 0 degrees incidence to the
the bottom of the wing. After the wing. Because the fuselage and stab 20-ll8"x3"x48" Balsa Sheet
bottom sheeting's glue has dried, glue saddle are tapered toward the back, the ·
the 3/8" x l" balsa trailing edge to the dihedral stab will not rest on the saddle 7-1/2"X 48" Balsa Triangle

back of the ribs and sheeting. Shape the at the incidence you think it should. The 1-1/4"X 48" Balsa Triangle
trailing edge to the airfoil contour when saddle must be built at a positive angle 5-3/16" x 3" x 48" Balsa Sheetthe glue is dried. Build the alleron and to allow the stab to sit at 0 degrees. Pm
temporarily hinge it to the wing. I the stab in place and check it with an 1-1/4" x3" x48" Balsa Sheet

mounted the a il eron servo to some incidence meter before you glue it. You
1 3/8" x 3" x 48" Balsa Sheethardwood blocks, then fitted the servo may need to sand the stab saddle at the

to the wing at the location shown on the front or rear to correct for all the strange 6-1/16" x 3" x 48" Balsa Sheet

plans; then the hardwood blocks were angles. Once the horizontal stabilizer is 1) _ 3/32" x3" x48"Balsa Sheetglued to the spars. Some holes were mounted, mount the vertical stabilizer
punched through rib #14 so the servo along with the dorsal fin. 1-1/4"X 3/8"Balsa
mount screws could be accessed. Glue 2-1/4" x 1/2" Balsa
the wingtip blocks in place and sand Engine Nacelles:
toshape. The engine nacelles are built 4-3/8"xl/2"x48"SpruceorBasswood

Build the left wing in the same basically like the fuselage. I originally l - ll8" x 12" x 48" Birch Plywood
manner as you built the right wing, then designed the A-26 with profile woaÝ

l -3/16" x 6" x 12" Birch Plywoodglue the wmg together with epoxy and cowls, but I have also tried a set of 7

reinforce the center joint with some l
" round fiberglass cowls from S tan's 1- 1/4" x 12" x 36" Birch Plywood

wide glass cloth after the 1/4" plywood Fibertech. The glass cowls look a bit
l" x3" x 12" Balsa Blockwmg mount plate is glued on. more scale at the expense of slightly

The wing is mounted to the fuselage less instant access to the engines for 1-1/2" x 1/2" x 12"Hardwood
next. I did this by placing the fuselage field maintenance. The choice is yours 2-4-l/2"Wheels
on the work table, I then weighted it and both are shown on the plans. Decide
down so it was nice and stable and if you are going to use 2-stroke or 1-3-l/2"Wheel
would not move. The wing was then 4-stroke engines and cut the side 2-100z.FuelTanks
placed on the fuselage and fitted to it doublers and firewall to the appropriate
and squared by measuring from each size. Drill the holes in the firewalls for 4-Rolls0fCovering

wingtip to the aft end of the fuselage the engine mounts you will use. Glue RetractableTricycleLanding Gear Suitable
and moving the wing until I had an the doublers to the nacelle sides and
equal distance from each wingtip to the glue the 3/8" balsa triangle to the sides For 10-15 Lb. Airplane

end of the fuselage. Using a 13/64" drill in the location shown on the plans. Be
bit, I then drilled the four holes for the sure to make left and right inboard and Ifyou wish to make your A-26 a little more
wing hold-down bolts. The wing was left and right outboard nacelle sides scale-like, optional 7" round cowls are
then removed from the fuselage and the After the doublers' glue has dried, lay
holes in the wing were tapped for both of the inboard nacelle sides so they available from Stan's FiberTech, 2575 Jackson

1/4-20 bolts. The holes in the wing are top to top on your work table. Glue St., Riverside, CA92503, (909)352-4758.
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LEFT: The forward part of the nacelle has lots of room for the fuel tank and the throttle servo. Both may need to be moved back if
using 4-stroke engines. RIGHT: The right nacelle showing the installed main gear The cut-out in the trailing edge is for clearance of

the wheel.

LEFT: The receiver battery is located on a shelf just behind the trailing edge of the wing to get the Center of Gravity right. RIGHT: The
retract air tank is simply glued to the bottom of the fuselage with RTV The retract servo and air valve am visible along the right side of
the air tank.

one firewall, one N2 and one N3 to side. Next, the outboardnacelle sides hatch bolts and blind nuts. Temporarily
each inboard side, making sure they are are glued in place. Once the glue has mount the retract units to the nacelles
perpendicularto the sides and the cut- dried for the outboard nacelle sides, so the blind nuts for the mounting bolts
out in N3 for the retract mechanism is turn them up so they are resting on their can be installed. Rough-sand the
next to the inboard nacelle side. Glue bottoms. Carefully pull the back end of nacelles to shape.
the landing gear plate to the side and to the nace Iles together, keeping the Mount the nacelles to the wing. I did
N2 and N3, making sure the cut-out for nacelle straight and glue the balsa end this by using an aluminum angle that I
the retract is next to the inboard nacelle block to the sides. Repeat this for the bought at the local home improvement

other nacelle. Sheet the top and bottom center. Both engines were mounted to

of the nacelles as shown on the plans. the nacelles and they were then bolted

-no w Glue the 1/8" plywood hatch hold-down to the angle using the prop shafts. This
plate to the nacelles. Cut the hatch from was used to keep both engines with the

Download a Free Catalog from the World's Largest Manufacturer
ofModelAirplaneCowls,Wheelpants&Accessories 3/16" balsa and glue the 1/8" plywood nacelles aligned to each other as the

hatch tongue in place. Mount the hatch nacelles were fitted and glued to the

Phone. (479)359-2429 Fax:(479) 359-2259 to the nacelle and drill the hatch and the wing. Reinforce the nacelle to wing
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 a.m.to 5 p.m. CST plywood hold-downplate for the 4-40 joint with some fiberglass cloth on the

inside of the nacelles. Install the nacelle
sides, cross braces, and sheeting that go

PIEZOFGYRO Electronic §psed above the wing.

T r¡l La is /3D §ystem Control [E§[] FinalAssembly and Finishing:
Mount the wing to the fuselage, then

build the upper portion of the fuselage
that is fitted to the wing. Some 1" thick

·ouainate a _ balsa blocks were used to make the gun
smalisizeeiezoeiectric turrets. I did this by cutting them to a

•LC oonsurnplion

gealerS $20 • High Frequency 3-1/2" circle. A 3/8" hole was drilled in

·sŠn'o ancei-cire DEM Welcom .
• High Efficiency the center about 1/4" deep, then a

.Tempeturecompensatio I • Soft Start 3/8" x 2" long hardwood dowel was
circui' Telebee Products Ltd. • Light Weight then glued into the hole. Once the glue

Room 2205, Prosper Commercial Building, 9, Yin Chong Street, Mongkok, Kowloon. Hong Kong, dried, the dowel was chucked into my
Tel: (852) 2744 7613 Fax: (852) 2785 0837 drill press. I then used a piece of 100

http://www.telebee.com.hk E-mail: hktelebee@hotmail.com grit sandpaper cupped in my hand to
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shape the turret as it was spun in the checking both engines using the same

www.batteriesamera om drill press. The turrets were mounted to methods. I do all this at home so I don't

- the fuselage after the fuselage and feel pressured to fly the plane. This also

turrets were covered using the 3/8" gives me a chance to make sure nothing
dowel cut down to about 3/16" long. shakes loose.

Remove the wing from the fuselage Pm right-handed so I start the left
and mount the elevator and rudder engine first (the one on my right as I

servo in the location shown on the kneel in front of the airplane) on my

LP 0 7 0 m hLI P gm
plânS. Build up the elevator and rudder twins. This makes it easier to stay out of

#2LP650 7.4v 650mAhLI-POLYpk(28gmsfloz) (20.95 pushrods, then temporarily install them the way of the left engine while I start
#2LP300* 7.4v 800mAhLi-POLYpk(34gms/1.2oz)$27.95 to make sure the rudder and elevators the right engine.
#2LP900 7.4v 900mAhLI-POLYpk(38gms[1.35oz)$2.Û$ ·

#2LP12007.4v1200mAhLNPOLYpk(48gms/1.7ez)$25.95 move freely. Install the nose wheel Oklahoma's winter weather is rather
#2LP1500 7.4v1500mAhL1-POLYpk(62gms/2.2cz) $39.95 retract unit so the nose wheel steering strange, one day the high temperature
#2LP17007.4v1700mAhLI-POLYpk(68gmsÏ2.4cz)S31.95 cables can be installed and adjusted. can be 70 degrees and the next the high
#2LPf900 7.4y 1900mAh Li-POLY pk (76 gmal2,7oz} $34.95 . .
#2LP2200 7.4v2200mAh LI-POLY okf68qmsf3.3or)$38.95 The engme throttle servos are mounted temp might only be 30 degrees. Durmg

packs(uptoäCdischarge¶ ÍnSide the nacelles as shown on one ofthese warmer days l was able to

mili the plans. get the engines run and tuned up at my

I covered my A-26 with aluminum house. After a brief spell of colder
MonoKote. I built a second A-26 in the weather we had a beautiful day for test

Navy's color scheme, which had a dark flying so I decided to go for it after
blue fuselage and yellow wings which work. At the flying field I assembled

-s

se corLi POLR 4

95 makes the model much more visible in my A-26, did a range check on the radio
N-012DC Fas-Smart12VDCchargerforLi-POLYpk.s e.95 flight. Another color scheme that may and fueled up for its first flight. I started

be more visible in flight is the up the engines and checked to make
camouflaged scheme used in Vietnam. sure the engines ran okay on the ground,
If you want a natural metal A-26 I then I taxied to the end of the runway. I
would recommend you use chrome gradually opened up the throttles, and

NEW Lithium Polymer cells - with E-Z solder tabs I .
#P145 3.7v 145mAhLi-POLYeel1(4gms]O.13oz)S 5.95ea MonoKote and scuff it with steel wool after about a 100 foot roll and at about
#P400 3.7V 400mAhil-POLYCell(9gms/G.32er) $ S.95ea for a more realistic finish. The canopy 3/4 throttle, I started to gradually feed
#P650 3.7v 650mAhLi-PDLYeell(14gms/0.5oz)S7.95ea and the anti-glare panel in front of the in up elevator and my A-26 eased into
#PSOO' 3.7v 800mAh Li-POLYeen(1/gms/0.6ez}$1Û.Û$ea
#PSOO 3.7V 900mAhLi-POLYee11(19gms/0.67oz)$ 9.95ea cockpit are painted with LusterKote, the air after another 50 feet or so. I did
#P12 3.7vi200mAhLi-POLYeell(24gmsl0.85oz)$10.95.2 The stars and bars are trim MonoKote, not retract the landing gear right away
#P1500'3./v1500mAhU-POLyren(aigmsh lor)$15.95"" The black cat on the nose is a temporary as I was afraid the C.G. shift would be#P1700 3.7v1700mAh Li-POLYceil(34gms/1.2oz)$12.95ea
#P1900 3.7v1900mAh Li-POLYee||(38gms/1.35cz)$13.Û6ea tattoo that my children got while "Trick drastic, so I climbed to a safe altitude
#P220017v2200mAhLi-POLYceBí44qms/1.65oz)$14.95oa OTTTOSÍÍng." While I checked the trim. I was

100 & 1500mAh are HIGHER-AMP packs (up to SC disdiarBol)

Eletorpaths,RÍCpacks,Huachsanieral : Once you are satisfied with the pleasantly surprised to find I did not
finish, reinstall the engines, servos and need any aileron trim but I did need to
all the other equipment necessary to feed in quite a bit ofup elevator trim. At

-- fly the plane. Balance the plane at the a safe altitude I retracted the landing
location shown on the plans with the gear and found that I needed to remove

New Hi-Cell electric f//ght Ni-MH packs!
Forparkflyers,etc.Shapes:A=Flat;B=twin-stick;C=tworows; landing gear in the UP position.You almost all the up elevator trim and the
ciit'sÎ2e cose hdd 00. ans c n a mây WSOt tO use washers behind the plane really started to move out. I" 3" W3AA MOmAh 2.50 523.95 525.95 529.95 532.95 535.95 CDR Ï neM Ou ntto aive a coupleof throttled back to about half and flew the
AP-700 2/3AA.700mAh $2.50 523.95 525.95 529.95 532.95 535.95 - b
AP-10002/3A,1000mAh53.DC $24.95 527.95 530.95 $33.95536.95 degrees of out-thrust in the right plane around to see how it handled. I
MOTOR PACKS w/ SANYO Ni-Cd ceUs (no connector) -

Shapes(seeabove).AdddeansLILTRAconnectorforssooxtra CRgÏne (Only) FOT Slightly better was pleased to fmd that it was very
ce ImAhl$ 02 "engine Out" performance. stable and flew like it was on rails. I
KR600AEl2nAscemA)§1.95 $1700 $20.00 $2300 $26.00 $2900 then throttled back to idle and tried a

Flying: stall to see how it handled in slow flight.
sa FReceiverPacksw/ConnectoS(PlatorSquare) Before you fly your plane make sure Again, I was happy to find that it was

ChooseFutabaJ,.lR-RI7EC-2 orAIRTRONICS(o}« plugl both of your engines are properly very controllable in slow flight right up
" ""

".. adjusted on the ground so that both to the stall. The stall was straight ahead
4.8 volt 1700mAh(MRA700AUNi Cd,wlconn.) $17.95ea. engines are reliable. I don't bother to get and very gentle. Pushing the nose down
4.8 volt 2100mAh (ULTRAAANi-MH,wtono $19.95ea my engines synchronized to each other; and adding some throttle had the plane

New & improved HEAVY 22-guage Connectors i .
Specify FutabmJfFM) .iR-HiTEC-Airt.Z orATRTRON1CS(als> I try to get them to run reliably. l set flying again. Things were going very

Male or Female o enci): S 2.00 /3"or 6" Extn:S 3.25 each engine independently for a reliable well up to this point. After the stall test I
12" Exto: $ 3.50 / 24" Extn: $ 4.00 / 36"Extn: $ 4.50 . .
Y-connector:$5.50ea /Switch Harness:56.50.. Idle with a smooth transition to high turned the plane back upwmd, when all
SANYO TransmitterPacks WËeads.Mapessh-bove Speed. 1 set the high-speedneedle by of a sudden the right engine quit! Well

Choose SQUARE(D) or Side-by-side (A) Add TX plug for 53.00. . - . .

9.6 volt 700mAh (squareorSxS,wileads) $16.95ea pinching, then releasing, the fuel hne this was one thmg I didn't want to try on
9.6volt 11ÛÛmAh(squareorSx5.wlleads) $22.95ea and noting a slight rise in the rpm, the first flight but I didn't have any
9.6 volt 1650mAh (Ni-MHscuareor3xS,wileadsiS29.95ea without the engine dying. Then I point choice in the matter! Anyway, I realized

the nose of the plane straight up and the engine had quit before I had noticed
BATTERIESAMERICA 2211-0 ParviewRd, straight down to check and see if the any changes in th.e way the plane flew.

Middleton, WI 53562. To order. call TOLL FREE: . . .
engine sags or dies. I also do this with But the plane did start to roll to the right1-800-308-4805 the engine at idle. Once I have both so I fedin the entire left rudder trim to

Inquiries: 608-831-3443 I Fax: 608431-1082 engÌDOS TUnnÏHgTeliably one at a time, I counter the trim change. There was not
E-mail to us at: ehyost (ochorus .net S&H: $7.00 min. then run both engines at the same time, enough rudder trim to cancel out the
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entire roll induced by the dead engine

R€HIOÉOCOHÚrOI ASSOC. Of Central Florida but I had no trouble keeping the plane

would like to invite you to our under control and I was happy with how

it was flying with one engme. As I was

SWAP MEET =="in"S':::L".S's="$::
and almost had it all the way over on its

oo e AHguSt 7, 2004 back when I finally got it sorted out.
9 & This is why I hate silver airplanes, the

o .*· 8 a.m. tO 12 p.m. ¢ sun was low in the sky at my back and
. there was a slight haze which made theOrlando Fair Grounds plane blend into the sky and I wasn't

sure if I was rolling right or left. I was a

There will be food and over 100 tables available at little lower than I wanted to be at this

$20 full, and $10half, as well as a dealers' area. he

ne

eg
aeedo ae aron ale od then

, ,
turned final to line up with the runway,

AB RH0tlOnwdl be held at the end of the event, I then lowered the landing gear. After
all this stick wiggling, the plane

For more information, contact: Sal 15art (407) 295-9952 actually ended up in a pretty good
or e-mail l¾ike IWiller at: sportdad47@cfl.rr.com position for the final approach and

or visit our web page at: landing. I brought the engine to idle and
maintained a fairly steep approach. As

WWW.TCaCf.COm the plane neared the ground I started to

flair and bled off the airspeed with the

QUR TW0 J0URNALs WW1 A ERO SKYWAYS SERVICES WE PROVIDE
thae grrass apb ueethnree

fe

ene an

"cur

nanponoenets 1900 1920 .eari tSeannica
ines side of the runway almost right in fiont

- news of museums 1919 1940 .copies of original of me, I was even able to hold the nose
and aírshows drawings, manuals wheel off the grass for a few feet during

• technical drawings and data %( • assistance in locating parts,
•aeroplanes,ensines,parts information the roll out and I was able to taxi back

for seie • back issues of the 2 Journals 10 ÍÏle pits on the left engine with little
• scale modeling material •donated copies of early .
•yourwantsanddisposals aviationbooks difficulty, though it does taxi better
• news of current publications - • a worldwide networking With both engines runnin g.
•incformationonpaintand BUILDONE1 AREAL ONE! service After l quit shaking and got some

e

ieraaprhe

earch FREE BACK ISSUEFOR NEW Sample issues
moisture back in my mouth I found the

workshopnotes SUBSCRIBERS:MENTIONTHISAD! $4+$3postage right engine was a little lean. I
readjusted the right engine, then

WORLD WAR 1 , INC. refueled and took it up for its second

15CrescentRoad,Poughkeepsie,NY12601 USA(845)4733679 flight.This time both engines kept
running for the entire flight. I tried a

roll and did a few touch and goes. I
found the first landing wasn't a fluke,
the plane turned out to have excellent

At R,ging thO WGy landing habits.

lÉ $¾ÏÅ9 I was pleased at how well the A-26
handled in the air. With the gear up, the

NOW QiVINQ YOU THE ABILITY TO MAKE MONEY pÏñue fÌies lik€ it'S on rails. With the
WATH TOUR 60 512E OR 4715 IIELICOPTER' gear dOWn in the landing pattern its

stability is rock solid. The main landing
Now teaming up with indigo to offer the Aerial gear is near enough to the Center of
thermal imaging to assist local Fire and Políce
departments along with search and rescue for

Gravity so that take-offrotation is very

your system. Fund raising info available ondine. smooth and the nose wheel can be held

checkthewebsitefortbenewlyreleased Voyagerso off the ground during rollout on

Electricforshootingstillshotsandournew30sizemount. landing very easily. Overall, the A-26

Thecameramountisuniqueinthatitismountedtothebottom handles like an advanced trainer and
ofthebelicopterinseconds,Theunitalsohastheabilitytobe has turned out to be much more
mounted forward ar rearward looking for adverse weather con- enjoy abl e than 1 thought it would be
ditions. when I started it. It builds very easy, the
The mount incorporates pan and tilt as well as self leveling rol

thatisnowhydraulicdampenedtolevelthecamera. Machined flight characteristics are outstandmg
fmm carbon and aluminum and comes completely assembled and it is recognizable enough that other
outofthebox modelers know that it's a model of an

AirFoil Aviation, Inc. A-26 Invader. If you're ready to try a
1418 14, 2575 PI,• Loraine, IL 62349

I 938-4473•Fax217-9384373 et twin, this sport scale model is a good
one... Why not give it a try?
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